Eyecatchers

(TITLE PAGE): Wingspan
Dalmatian pelican (Pelecanus crispus) in flight, hilly landscape in
background. Kerkini, Sintik, Greece. January
Lake Kerkini, near the Bulgarian border, is one of the most
important wintering sites in Europe for Dalmatian pelicans. At this
particular location, local fishermen regularly feed the pelicans,
making them more tolerant of humans. Photographer Guy
Edwardes snapped the picture in January, when the pelicans were
in their breeding plumage – and therefore more photogenic.

Photographer: Guy Edwardes
Image number: 01633865
(THIS PAGE): Mrs Smeathman
Smeathman’s furrow bee (Lasioglossum smeathmanellum) feeding on Wallflower (Erysimum sp.) Monmouthshire, Wales, UK. April.
Photographer quote:
“The UK is home to 270 species of bee. One of the smallest is
Smeathman’s furrow bee, named after the British entomologist
Henry Smeathman. Sponsored by the Royal Society in 1771,
he journeyed to Sierra Leone onboard a rum-laden cargo ship
called The Fly, finally returning to England in 1779. To mark his
achievements as an explorer, this bee was named in his honour.
I captured this female harvesting a wallflower on a stone wall
behind my home. A number of tiny bee species nest in the wall.
Often overlooked due to their size, the Smeathman’s furrow bee
and its diminutive relatives are important native pollinators.”

Photographer: Phil Savoie
Image number: 01624975

Animal Selfie
Visitors taking selfies with smartphones with Polar bear (Ursus
maritimus) swimming in background. Zoo de la Fleche, Sarthe,
Pays de la Loire, France. 2019
Photographer quote:
“When I sat down to observe this polar bear in Zoo de la Fleche,
I was equally intrigued by the behaviour of the human visitors.
They weren’t just taking pictures of the bear, they were including
themselves in the frame. Afterwards, they spent several minutes
posting their ‘animal selfies’ on social media. It seemed to me
that these visitors were missing an opportunity to simply enjoy the
moment.”

Photographer: Philippe Clement
Image number: 01638540

Take Off!
Common eider duck (Somateria mollissima) female defending her
nest from arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus). Longyearbyen, Spitsbergen.
June.
Photographer quote:
“Over the course of several days I watched this Arctic fox terrorize
an eider nesting colony located just outside of Longyearbyen,
Spitsbergen. The fox was extremely bold, returning over and over,
taking both eggs and chicks – I counted over 60 eggs taken just
during the time I was photographing – while deftly avoiding any
attempts by the nesting birds to drive it away.”

Photographer: John Shaw
Image number: 01625971

Armed and Dangerous
Blue dragon / Blue seaslug (Glaucus atlanticus) feeding on a
Portuguese man o’ war (Physalia utriculus) along with a much
smaller relative, Glaucilla sp. (upside down). Kona, Hawaii.
A blue nudibranch (or sea slug) approaches the colourful,
venom-filled tentacles of a bluebottle jellyfish, also known as a
Portuguese man-of-war. The ocean-faring slug hunts and eats
bluebottles, ingesting its prey’s powerful stinging cells (called
nematocysts) and deploying them to special organs at the
tips of its own cerata (the spiny outgrowths on its body). These
confiscated weapons are then used for the slug’s own selfdefence.

Photographer: Doug Perrine
Image number: 01595306

Safety
Mute swan (Cygnus olor), two cygnets sheltering under parent’s
wing. Richmond Park, London, England, UK. April.
Photographer quote:
“I spent a year documenting a family of mute swans nesting on a
lake near my home. When the cygnets hatched in the spring, they
spent a substantial amount of time on their parents’ backs, where
they were less vulnerable to predators. Here, two of the cygnets
are sheltering underneath their mother’s wing. I spent many early
mornings watching and photographing them as they grew up and
gradually explored more of their new world.”

Photographer: Oscar Dewhurst
Image number: 01633872

Social Club
Bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus), group socialising in shallow
water, aerial view. Part of larger group of more than 50 whales
congregating, Sea of Okhotsk sub-population, Russia.
Photographer quote:
“After a long cold winter, bowhead whales gather to feed on krill
and other small animals, attracted to northern waters by plankton
blooms. In between bouts of feeding, the whales get together to
socialise. I saw large numbers like this just once, when more than
50 whales were congregated in a shallow bay. I entered the water
to photograph them, but although I managed to approach within a
few metres, the whales bolted away with tremendous speed. Once
I understood that the whales were uncomfortable with my presence, I got out of the water and concentrated on aerial images.”

Photographer: Tony Wu
Image number: 01633218

Protecting Pangolins
Orphaned Temminck’s ground pangolin (Smutsia temminckii)
climbs on to the boot of an anti-poaching guard while foraging
during rehabilitation at the Rhino Revolution facility in South
Africa. This orphan’s behavior mirrors its natural instinct as young
pangolins spend the first months of their lives riding off the ground
on their mothers. This orphan was found abandoned after its
mother was taken by poachers. Highly Commended in Mont Photo
competition 2019 (Environmental Report section).
All species of pangolin are threatened with extinction. Aside
from the pressures of habitat loss and a slow reproductive rate
(pangolins give birth to just one pup each year), the greatest threat
is poaching.
Pangolins are the world’s most illegally trafficked mammals.
Despite the practice being illegal, pangolins are frequently hunted
and traded. Some estimates suggest that more than a million
pangolins have been hunted by poachers in the last decade alone.
In a bid to do their bit to halt the decline in numbers, the vets
at Rhino Revolution – a remote wildlife rehabilitation facility in
South Africa’s Limpopo Province – recently opened their doors to
care for pangolins saved from poachers in intelligence-led sting
operations. The animals, confiscated from traffickers and brought
to the facility by South African Police Services and anti-poaching
units, are looked after until they can be returned to the wild.
Before release, the pangolin patients are “walked” in the bush to
help encourage natural feeding behaviours as soon as possible.
These forays are carried out under the protection of anti-poaching
officers.

Photographer: Neil Aldridge
Image number: 01624748

Carry-on Baggage
Grey-headed flying foxes (Pteropus poliocephalus) female carrying
her pup whilst in flight, Yarra Bend Park, Kew, Victoria, Australia,
December.
Photographer quote:
“Grey-headed flying foxes normally give birth between October and
December. Pups are carried by the mother for the first few weeks,
clinging to her teat with their curved milk teeth, and gripping her
fur with their strong claws. My mission was to show this happening
in flight, with a mother carrying her baby at speeds of 20+km/h.
Getting into position where I could be eye-height with their
flight path, without any branches or other obstructions in the
foreground, meant climbing down a steep embankment with a
30m+ drop below me. A lot of the time, I was hanging on with only
one hand. I was very lucky to not only witness this behaviour, but to
capture it nearly exactly as I wanted in less than an hour!”

Photographer: Doug Gimesy
Image number: 01631201

Twice in a Lifetime
Emperor penguin (Aptenodytes forsteri) colony huddled together
under the Southern Lights, Aurora australis, Atka Bay, Antarctica.
September.
Photographer quote:
“If there’s one thing that could be considered the holy grail of
Antarctica, I would argue it’s to witness the southern lights (or
aurora australis) above an emperor penguin colony. In order to
photograph this, the moon has to be full (or almost full), to shine
enough light onto the penguin colony. At the same time, the aurora
has to be strong enough to outshine the full-moon. The chances
of witnessing these conditions are so slim that it can only be
described as a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
However, I didn’t care about the odds. In 2012, while overwintering
in Antarctica as a scientist, I vividly recall failing eight times to
photograph this phenomenon. It was during attempt number nine,
on the night of September 30th 2012, that I finally succeeded.
Everything fell into place, and I witnessed one of the strongest
outbursts of the aurora I had ever seen, dancing above the
emperor penguins.
Almost exactly five years later, on September 6th, 2017, I was
back in Antarctica on a moonless night, staring at a promising
aurora forecast. I quickly got dressed, hopped onto my skidoo, and
drove down to the penguin colony, where I could already see the
green band of the aurora stretching across the sky. The show only
became more dramatic as the hours passed. At one point, even
the snow on the ground was bathed in green light. It was hard to
believe that the conditions were just right for a second time. In my
experience, if you get really lucky, a once-in-a-lifetime experience
can happen to you twice!”

Photographer: Stefan Christmann
Image number: 01630743

Caught in the Act
Labiated rainfrog (Pristimantis labiosus) feeding on spider prey,
Mashpi, Pichincha, Ecuador.
Photographer quote:
“As a biologist with a special interest in herpetology, night hikes
in the jungle are favourite pastime of mine. Every single night
is different, sometimes you score dozens of cool sightings,
sometimes the forest is empty. In one such night adventure, I
found this rainfrog with a baby tarantula in the mouth! The well-fed
amphibian belongs to one of the most common frog species in the
Ecuadorian Chocó, but this was the first time I’d encountered it. I
was very happy to photograph this one caught in the act!”

Photographer: Lucas Bustamante
Image number: 01627520

Shell-ter
Fiddler crab (Uca) male, hiding in an old shell at Ha Pak Nai mudflat, Yuen Long District, Hong Kong, China.
Photographer quote:
“I was looking for Chinese horseshoe crabs along a mudflat in
Hong Kong, when I found a community of fiddler crabs instead.
Fiddler crabs are known for their sexually dimorphic claws. The
males’ major claw is much larger than the minor claw, and used for
defending territories and attracting mates. The minor claw is used
for feeding. In the females, both claws are the same size.
On the day I took this image, the sun was scorching, and
aggressive sandflies flourished. This male fiddler crab was taking
refuge inside an old seashell. Mudflats serve as the main feeding
ground for lots of water birds, so the shell may have also provided
extra protection from predators. This male was waving his claw in a
way which seemed to suggest he was praying for the arrival of the
tide!”

Photographer: Magnus Lundgren
Image number: 01608403

Belly Up
Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae australis) female and
calf swimming together at depth, ventral surfaces of both whales
clearly visible. Vava’u, Tonga, Pacific Ocean.
Photographer quote:
“A female humpback whale calf swims together with her mother at
depth, their mirrored body language underscoring the bond between the two.
Humpback calves stay with their mothers for most of their first
year. Nursing and exercise are vital to raising strong, healthy
calves, as they prepare to accompany their mothers on the long
and arduous journey from their Equatorial breeding waters back
to their summer feeding grounds near the poles. Mothers and
their young swim close together, often touching one another with
their flippers in what appear to be gestures of affection. It is no
exaggeration to say that this mother-child bond is the single most
important thing in every little humpback’s life. If mother and calf
should be separated for whatever reason, the calf cannot survive.
There is no foster parenting or adoption (as can happen with some
other whale species).
In this photo, you see the active mimicry by the calf of the mother’s
swimming pattern, style, body position…everything. They came
up together out of the depths, approaching to within touching
distance, and pirouetting beneath me in perfect synchrony. It was
a proactive decision on their part... I was stationary in the water,
letting them decide what to do. This behaviour was the perfect illustration of the bond between mother and child, and an excellent
example of learning via imitation.”

Photographer: Tony Wu
Image number: 01620035

Challenge
Red deer (Cervus elaphus) stag bellowing during rut in grassland,
doe in background
Photographer quote:
“One of the best places to see red deer is Richmond Park in
London. The deer were introduced there in the sixteenth century
by King Henry VIII, for hunting purposes. However, that pastime
ended long ago, and today the city of London cherishes the deer.
This image shows a large stag bellowing at sunset. The annual rut,
when the dominant male rounds up a harem of females and fights
off other amorous stags, takes place between September and
October every year.”

Photographer: Edwin Giesbers
Image number: 01633855

Ice Sculpture
Frozen bends and flood plain of Halliste River, aerial view. Soomaa
National Park, Viljandimaa County, Estonia. Febraury 2019.
When Sven Začek took this image in February 2019, it was so cold
he had to keep his drone batteries close to his body to ensure
they would still work when he reached the take-off spot. The aerial
perspective allowed him to depict the frozen bends and flood plain
of Halliste River in Estonia.

Photographer: Sven Začek
Image number: 01633879

Royal Crown
Royal Flycatcher (Onychorhynchus coronatus) in defensive posture,
Santa Rosa National Park, Costa Rica.
Photographer quote:
“While researching a story about weird-looking animals, I came
across a painting of a royal flycatcher. I couldn’t believe that this
bizarre bird really existed, but it does! I found researchers in Costa
Rica who were working with it in the rainforest, and flew all the way
there especially for this portrait. It wasn’t long before the researchers caught this bird in one of their mist nets. As they were fitting
it with an identification ring, I set up my field studio and took this
portrait against a white background, helping to accentuate the
bird’s opulent head plumage.”

Photographer: Ingo Arndt
Image number: 00589313

Candy Cane Comfort
Commensal emperor shrimp (Periclimenes imperator) moves
across the colourful red patterned surface of its host Candycane
sea cucumber (Thelenota rubralineata). Misool, Raja Ampat, West
Papua, Indonesia. Ceram Sea. Tropical West Pacific Ocean.
Photographer quote:
“Emperor shrimps are tiny, but beautifully coloured crustaceans
that live commensally with several types of marine invertebrates,
including sea slugs and sea cucumbers. ‘Commensalism’ is a
type of relationship where one party benefits (the shrimp, which
is hitching a ride), while the other party receives no benefit, nor
does it come to any harm. The host species in this scenario was a
candy cane sea cucumber - a species which is rarely seen. I was
particularly pleased to find one with a shrimp living on it. I chose
to fill the frame with the amazing abstract pattern of the sea
cucumber.”

Photographer: Alex Mustard
Image number: 01628789

Mellow Yellow
Seven spot ladybird (Coccinella septempunctata) on Mayweed
(Anthemis sp) flower. Cyprus. April.
Photographer quote:
“During a trip to Cyprus I discovered a beautiful field of wild flowers including crown daisy and mayweed. While I was photographing the plants, I saw a common ladybug (seven spot ladybird)
crawling around on a mayweed flower. Choosing a shallow depth
of field allowed me to blur out the backdrop (bright yellow flowers),
so that the insect and the mayweed became the sole focus of the
image.”

Photographer: Edwin Giesbers
Image number: 01616017

Dye or Die?
Domestic Chicken (Gallus domesticus) mother with chicks dyed
pink to protect them from raptors, Anja Park, Madagascar.
Photographer quote:
“When I came across this unusual scene in Anja Reserve,
Madagascar, it made me stop in my tracks! In an effort to protect
her domestic chickens from predation by raptors, one enterprising
villager had dyed them pink! I don’t know if there is any scientific
evidence to support her theory, but the woman told me that the
yellow-billed kites flying over the village all day would leave her
chicks alone if they were dyed. Perhaps the raptors associate the
chicks with the colour yellow, and therefore don’t recognise the
pink ones as food. Curiously, no other villagers had adopted this
practice. Whatever the case may be, I was happy to record this
anecdotal scene.”

Photographer: Cyril Ruoso
Image number: 00594046

A Matter of Perception
Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) dog interacting with a vixen in an urban
garden. North London, UK. July.
Photographer quote:
“What do you see? Vermin, a nuisance, or two animals
connecting? We all want to feel connected, and that goes for
animals too. In this instance, a dog fox is interacting with a vixen in
an urban garden.
My aim is to show the sensitive side of the fox and attempt to
dispel the myths that they are pests - cat killing creatures that
will dig up your lawn and pooh on your doorstep out of spite.
Urban foxes are like every animal, they need to find food, water
and shelter. They rear young and patrol their territory and they’ve
done this against the odds - living in cities alongside millions of
people.”

Photographer: Matthew Maran
Image number: 01631834

Spyhopping
Killer whales / orcas (Orcinus orca). Spyhopping. Kvaloya, Troms,
Norway October.
Photographer quote:
“I was looking for whales along the coast of Troms in northern
Norway when I came across this group of orcas. It was a family of
eight individuals hunting herring on this October day. After some
minutes of intense feeding, the orcas started to pop out of the
water - there were heads everywhere! Sometimes there was only
one, but many times they surfaced together in synchrony. They
were obviously curious about my boat. It was an amazing sight.”

Photographer: Espen Bergersen
Image number: 01629863

Mud Wrestling
Red Deer (Cervus elaphus) covering itself in mud from a muddy
puddle after urinating in it in order to smell strong and warn off
rivals, Scotland, UK, October.
Photographer quote:
“For the last 15 years, I have been going to the Highlands of
Scotland to photograph red deer during the rut. The younger bucks
- still too small to challenge the adult stags - have to find other
outlets for their aggression. They fight amongst themselves and
pretend to run harems (which helps provide the experience they’ll
need later in life). I noticed this particular animal attacking a mud
patch. Adult stags urinate in mud and then cover themselves in it
to smell more attractive to the females. However, this rookie buck
was still learning. He knew he had to do something with the mud,
but instead of the prerequisite urination, he opted for fighting it
instead.”

Photographer: Phillip Price /
			
SCOTLAND: The Big Picture
Image number: 01623278

Safety In Numbers
A school of Crescent-tail bigeye (Priacanthus hamrur) on a coral
reef. North Male Atoll, Maldives. Indian Ocean.
Photographer quote:
“Crescent-tail bigeyes are nocturnal, and spend their days
gathered in schools, waiting until nightfall to disperse and feed. I
wanted to capture this school in a neat formation. The challenge
is, when you try and get close enough to shoot them, their ranks
break up and you end up with messy formations. Fortunately, a
slow approach and a bit of a current meant they stayed together
for me. This species is capable of changing colour from deep
crimson to silver, and I like the variety of hues demonstrated by
this group.”

Photographer: Alex Mustard
Image number: 01628839

Fish Eyes
Sculpin (Alcichthys elongatus) eggs. Hokkaido, Japan. May.
Photographer quote:
“These eggs belong to a type of sculpin - a fish found in the
northwest Pacific. This species, along with many others, times its
reproduction with the seasons in the sea. Many people may not
immediately associate the word ‘seasons’ with the ocean, but they
go through cycles just as ecosystems do on land.
In northern Japan, where I took this image, many fish become
reproductively active from mid- to late-winter through spring. The
water temperature begins to increase (to a balmy 3 - 5ºC), and the
fish spawn, letting their eggs mature in tandem with increasing
water temperature. The gestation period therefore varies
somewhat, depending on the ambient conditions. These embryos
were already quite well developed when I photographed them, with
the eyes clearly visible.
This species of sculpin lays its eggs in large patches, but
individually, they are very small, about 5mm in size. Photographing
such small subjects at high magnification (two times life-size)
is difficult, especially in relatively shallow water with swells.
Capturing photos like this therefore requires intimate knowledge
of the relevant species’ behaviour, plus the luck in finding the
correct situation, and the patience to squint for hours on end when
conditions permit.”

Photographer: Tony Wu
Image number: 01628686

Fish Pirates
Magnificent Frigatebirds (Fregata magnificens) trying to steal fish
from fishermen coming on land with a fresh catch, Puerto Lopez ,
Santa Elena Peninsula, Manabi Province, Ecuador, July
Photographer quote:
“In Puerto Lopez, Ecuador, small fishing boats were landing on
the beach. As the catches were carried onto land, they were being
pillaged by frigatebirds. The fish were plentiful enough that the
fishermen appeared to accept the comparatively small loss. To me,
it felt like payback time. Nature was stealing something back!”

Photographer: David Pattyn
Image number: 01621064

Climbing Lesson
Snow Leopard (Panthera uncia) female with two cubs climbing
a canyon cliff at dusk at 4400 metres, Spiti valley, Cold Desert
Biosphere Reserve, Himalaya mountains, Himachal Pradesh,
India, February.
“At 11am one morning, I found a female snow leopard
accompanied by her two juvenile cubs. It was a family I knew well,
from a trip the previous year. Both youngsters had survived and
were now about 21 months old, the age at which they usually begin
to become independent from their mother. But all three were still
together and, on this particular day, unusually active. I followed
them all day long, and took this image at dusk, as the mother and
her young climbed up a canyon wall.”

Photographer: Oriol Alamany
Image number: 01617617

Night Flight
Flying fish (Exocoetidae) in Sargasso Sea, Atlantic Ocean.
Photographer quote:
“It was nearing midnight when I came across this flying fish in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Technically, I was in international
waters, having sailed from Bermuda a few days prior. The ‘wings’
of these fish are enlarged pectoral fins, which enable them to
glide when they jump out of the water to escape predators. This
particular individual seemed to be attracted to the focus light on
top of my camera, and I had to swim backwards, away from it, to
fit it all inside my frame. It was a thrill to float in the pitch-black
ocean with this fish, knowing there was 13,000 feet of water, and
who knows what else, below us.”

Photographer: Shane Gross
Image number: 01633870

Gobi Sunset
Long-eared hedgehog (Hemiechinus auritus) on dune bordering
the Gobi Desert at sunset. Mongolia.
Photographer quote:
“At first glance, the Gobi Desert looks like a rocky wasteland where
nothing grows, but it actually hosts a variety of trees and shrubs
adapted to drought. Long-eared hedgehogs are quite common in
the Gobi, but we specifically wanted to photograph one against the
backdrop of sand dunes. The hedgehogs feed on insects that thrive
in this “green dune” habitat. The image was exactly what we were
hoping for - with the sunset accentuating the patterns in the sand.”

Photographer: Klein & Hubert
Image number: 01633890

Dog Fight
Red foxes (Vulpes vulpes) fighting in sand dune habitat, Holland,
Netherlands. November.
Photographer quote:
“This image was taken in a coastal sand dune habitat, most of
which is stabilised by scrub. No vehicles, bicycles or dogs are
allowed there. As a result, much of the wildlife - particularly red
foxes - is very tame around people. The foxes tend to congregate
around certain areas where visitors feed them. This sometimes
leads to confrontations, but the fights rarely seem serious. My
aim was to photograph this natural behaviour, which is difficult to
achieve at home (I live in the UK, where the persecution of foxes
has made them extremely shy). At this location, the opposite
is true, and the foxes tend to follow people around looking for
handouts. Conservationists are trying to prevent this behaviour by
stopping visitors from feeding the foxes.”

Photographer: Terry Whittaker
Image number: 01623121

Feeding Frenzy
Sardines (Clupeidae) fleeing from predators in the early morning.
Tonga, South Pacific.
Photographer quote:
“These sardines were being herded and chased by multiple
predators: trevallies, longtoms and blacktip reef sharks in the
water, as well as brown boobies and terns in the air. Each predator
had a niche, a role. The trevallies herded, but more importantly,
they initiated the attacks. When they sliced through the sardines
en masse, they effectively gave the “Go, go, go!” signal to
everyone else. The sharks attacked in shallow water, charging
at the sardines and creating a wave of panic that led to the fish
jumping into the air and sometimes onto the beach. The Sharks
followed, beaching themselves too. Meanwhile, the terns and
boobies swooped down to pick off their share of the spoils.
This spectacle went on every morning for nearly two weeks,
until it all came to an abrupt end when a couple of the trevallies
were killed with a speargun. Without their “Let’s Chow!” signal,
there was little to no action. The players still gathered, but
almost nothing happened, underscoring how interconnected the
participating species were.”

Photographer: Tony Wu
Image number: 01620046; 01620071

Light Show
Composite image of Fireflies synchronize display just after first
shower of monsoon, on moonless night. India.
Photographer quote:
“One moonless night in Kanha Tiger Reserve, India, the forest
canopy was glittering with the synchronised display of thousands
of male fireflies. These insects are best seen in the weeks leading
up to the monsoon, when they gather to find the perfect mate. In
order to capture the display, I chose a tree which stood out from
the rest of the forest, and took a series of long exposure images
(each 25 sec). Since I was not expecting to photograph this
phenomenon, I wasn’t carrying an interval meter, which meant I
had to trigger each exposure manually, one after the other. Any
artificial light source would have adversely affected the image,
so once I’d composed and focused the frame, I switched off my
head torch and worked in complete darkness. I was in the middle
of tiger country, with a resident tigress and other predators like
sloth bears and leopards in the vicinity. All alone, and with nothing
to protect myself, I showed my presence by singing random
songs. Luckily, I avoided any surprise encounters and was able to
record this spectacular light show. The final image - a composite
of around 30 frames - shows the combined efforts of the male
fireflies hoping to attract a mate, complemented by the star trails
in the sky above.”

Photographer: Yashpal Rathore
Image number: 01610140

Princess of Altai
Snow leopard (Uncia uncia) Altai Mountains, Mongolia. March
Photographer quote:
“I really love snow leopards, and have devoted several years to
photographing them in the wild. This photo was taken in Mongolia,
in the Altai Mountains. The female snow leopard had caught a
large Siberian ibex, and came to his remains for several days in
a row to eat. Usually she came at night, but just once - on March
8, International Women’s Day - she came in the afternoon, and
allowed me to take her picture. This image was my reward for
spending five days in a tent at minus 25 degrees!”

Photographer: Valeriy Maleev
Image number: 01603337

Banded Demoiselle
Banded demoiselle (Calopteryx splendens), male, Lower Tamar
Lakes, Cornwall, UK. July.
Photographer quote:
“Not everyone will have a favourite insect, but I do! I just love
banded demoiselles. The males are a rich metallic blue, with
a distinctive band on each wing that resembles a fingerprint.
Banded demoiselles inhabit the edges of slow-moving water,
such as canals and rivers. Visit suitable habitats from May until
August to get a glimpse of these elegant insects. If you want to
photograph them, you’ll need a lot of patience. Damselflies are
flighty, and tricky to get close to with a macro lens. To take this
image, I first had to identify a subject that I could photograph
against a clutter free background. The blue of the water made an
eye-catching backdrop for the damselfly, helping it to stand out
boldly.
Banded demoiselles are larger than other damselflies. They are
accomplished predators and fiercely territorial. The males will perform a majestic, fluttering flight display in order to attract females,
which have green bodies by comparison. After mating, females
lay their eggs by ‘injecting’ them into plant stems under the water
surface. After two weeks, the eggs hatch and the aquatic larvae
take two years to develop.”

Photographer: Ross Hoddinott
Image number: 01622988

Dawn of Battle
Red deer (Cervus elaphus) stag roaring, silhouetted under trees at
sunrise. Bushy Park, London, UK. September.
Photographer quote:
“London’s Bushy Park holds a healthy population of red deer. Each
autumn, the rut takes place, where stags compete against each
other for mating opportunities. From the end of September until
late October, stags perform elaborate ritualised displays of dominance including roaring, parallel walks and fighting. I’ve made
several visits every autumn to photograph the deer rut for the last
few years, and always arrive before sunrise so I can find a good
subject before the light is at its best. On this occasion, following
the roars from where I parked my car led me to this stag bellowing
from within a small copse. The ground was covered with a layer
of mist which turned a bright orange colour as the sun rose and
shone through it. Exposing for the mist behind the trees meant the
deer was rendered as a silhouette as it appeared in a gap between
the trees.”

Photographer: Oscar Dewhurst
Image number: 01622527

Pulling Together
Scuba diver on the sandy bottom surrounded by shoal of Big-eye
jacks (Caranx sexfasciatus), Cabo Pulmo Marine National Park,
Baja California Sur, Mexico
Photographer quote:
“Cabo Pulmo National Park in Mexico is considered to be one of
the most successful marine protected areas in the world. Fishing
and other extractive activities have been banned, and within a
decade of the reserve being created, the fish biomass increased
more than 460 percent – to a level comparable with pristine coral
reefs that have never been fished.
When I first rolled into the water, and found myself literally
immersed in a swirling school of bigeye jacks, I witnessed
firsthand the park’s success. I spent the whole dive photographing
the school, trying to portray its fluidity and size. Every fish seemed
to be following a leader, who was constantly changing direction.
The school stretched and shrunk, at times large enough to block
out the sun.
To me, the success of Cabo Pulmo demonstrates that when people
pull together as a community, great changes are possible.”

Photographer: Franco Banfi
Image number: 01626158

The Shallows
Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) calf riding on mother’s head, near Nomuka Island, Ha’apai group, Kingdom of Tonga,
South Pacific.
Photographer quote:
“Humpback whale mothers often carry their calf on top of their
head, giving the youngster easy access to the surface to breathe.
It also means the calf can be pulled along in the mother’s
slipstream, while expending very little energy in active swimming.
Mothers prefer to keep their calves in shallow water, where they
are safe from attacks by cookie cutter sharks and other hazards of
the deep. Sadly, due to disturbance by boat traffic, it is now rare to
find whales in shallow water.”

Photographer: Doug Perrine
Image number: 01634836

Ice Tomb
Fish frozen in ice, Lake Baikal, Siberia, Russia.
Situated in south-east Siberia, the 3.15 million hectare Lake
Baikal covers an area the size of Belgium. It is the oldest (25
million years) deepest (1,642 m) and largest by volume of any
other lake in the world. It contains 20% of all fresh, running
water on the planet - more than all five of the USA’s Great Lakes
combined - and is so vast that Siberian people call it a sea.
The surface of Lake Baikal is completely frozen by late January.
When the weather is fair, the ice is perfectly smooth and clear;
the result of exceptionally clean water with low mineral content.
Standing on the surface of the frozen lake, Ingo Arndt was able to
photograph this fish species, entombed in the clear ice.
Sometimes known as the ‘Galapagos of Russia’, Lake Baikal’s age
and isolation have produced one of the world’s richest and most
unusual freshwater faunas. The lake’s nature is unique: many of
its species are endemic, meaning they cannot be found anywhere
else.

Photographer: Ingo Arndt
Image number: 00594196

Peace Treaty
Reef lizardifsh (Synodus variegatus) at a cleaning station, being
cleaned by Holthuis anemone shrimps (Ancylomenes holthuisi).
Bitung, North Sulawesi, Indonesia. Lembeh Strait, Molucca Sea.
Photographer quote:
“Cleaner shrimp are so called because they remove parasites from
fish. The ‘client’ benefits from better health and reduced stress,
while the shrimps gain the nutritional value of the parasites. I
spotted this lizardfish visiting a shrimp cleaning station on the
sand, near a coral reef in North Sulawesi. Lizardfish are one of
the reef’s dominant ambush predators, snaring prey in their large
mouths lined with pointed, backwards facing teeth. I wanted to
show the association between these two species. Despite hovering
over the large, dangerous mouth, the shrimp came to no harm.”

Photographer: Alex Mustard
Image number: 01628745

Wrong Turn
Adelie penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) nesting pair, Atka Bay, Queen
Maud Land, Antarctica, December.
Photographer quote:
“Usually, Adelie penguins only reside in Atka Bay during the
summer time, making use of its rich waters. Sometimes, however,
they will stick around, or join the emperor penguins in their winter
colony. Adelies build their nests out of stones, which are plentiful
in their regular rookeries on the pebbled shores of Antarctica.
However, the frozen sea ice of Aka Bay is no place to find rocks.
This pair, and others in the area, were having to rely on ice and
snowballs instead. While their nesting and courtship behaviour
was interesting to see, I never saw a successful breeding effort. To
me, it seemed that these penguins may have taken a wrong turn,
and ended up on an icy shore instead of a rocky one.”

Photographer: Stefan Christmann
Image number: 01620259

Path through Glencharnoch Wood
Sunlight splintering through misty pine forest at sunset,
Glencharnoch Wood, Cairngorms National Park, Scotland, UK.
November
Photographer quote:
“There are times when it is a privilege just to be outdoors, alone
and immersed in nature. This small fragment of woodland is
just a few hundred metres from habitation but on this particular
afternoon it felt like I was in total isolation, surrounded by an
endless sea of ancient pines. The woodland was eerily quiet; no
people, no birdsong, no wind to rustle the branches. As the sun
began to set, a veil of mist rose from the damp forest floor and the
millions of tiny water droplets captured the brilliant orange glow of
warm light, creating an otherworldly landscape. Such moments are
rare, and I was fortunate to be in the right place at the right time to
capture such transient conditions.”

Photographer: Mark Hamblin /
			
SCOTLAND: The Big Picture
Image number: 01623532

Blackbird Tornado
Murmuration of Yellow-headed blackbirds (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus) and Redwing blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) at
sunset, before roosting. Whitewater Draw Wildlife Area, Arizona,
USA, December.
Photographer quote:
“I was in search of migrating Sandhill cranes in a wetland reserve
known as Whitewater Draw, when I took this image. During the
winter months, the presence of water in the high desert of Arizona
draws countless species migrating from as far away as the
Arctic. In the marshes of Whitewater, yellow-headed blackbirds
congregate with red-winged blackbirds to find safe haven in the
cattails.
Before deciding to travel to the mashes, I watched weather
forecasts predicting a parade of winter storms in the area. I
planned for an extended stay, camping out in the hopes that
fog would follow the days of rain. The clearing weather did not
disappoint, with sheets of ground fog blanketing the lowlands on
the evening I captured this image.
In the crepuscular dawn light, the blackbirds rose in a writhing
spiral formation, known as a murmuration. Their sudden mass
movements drew my attention away from the cranes I’d travelled
there to photograph, and I focused instead on the “bird tornado”
in front of me.”

Photographer: Jack Dykinga
Image number: 01628068

Just Chillin’
Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) sitting on a frozen lake at the edge of the
reeds. London, UK. December.
Photographer quote:
“This image was taken one winter morning in London. I was staking
out a reed bed, where I hoped to photograph bitterns. When the
temperature drops below freezing, the birds are often pushed out
of the reeds and into the open, in search of food. On this particular
morning, I drew a blank with the bitterns, probably because this
fox was patrolling the ice on the lookout for prey. Red foxes are
extremely common in London, where they live at densities higher
than almost anywhere else in the country. This fox was taking
advantage of the cold weather, methodically stalking along the
reed edge. I first saw it in the distance as it moved gradually
towards me, and I was hoping it would come close enough for
some photos. Fortunately, a few minutes later, it appeared from
around the corner of the reeds where it sat on the ice for a while,
before continuing its patrol. Waiting motionless for several hours a
day in very low temperatures was pretty unpleasant, but moments
like this made it all worthwhile. Over the winter, I did manage some
photos of the bitterns too!”

Photographer: Oscar Dewhurst
Image number: 01623330

Magic Moment
Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) and rainbow over the
Great Bear Rainforest near Bella Bella, British Columbia, Canada.
August.
Photographer quote:
“The Great Bear Rainforest in British Columbia, Canada, is
home to many marine mammals, including humpbacks whales
that visit these coastal waters to feed on the abundant schools
of fish. I had spent most of the day photographing the coastal
forest, growing along the steep hillsides of the many channels
and inlets. Suddenly, a late afternoon shower painted the sky with
an incredible rainbow that hung over the temperate rainforest. I
framed up a shot where the effect was at its strongest, and waited.
Rarely in photography do things happen just as you want them to,
but this time I got lucky. A humpback surfaced in just the right
spot. It was a magical moment in a magical place.”

Photographer: Nick Hawkins
Image number: 01624535

Play Time
Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) juvenile male playing
and spinning This is the first verified record of a living humpback
whale in the waters off Sri Lanka.
Photographer quote:
“This young humpback whale is likely the first living individual
of the species ever recorded off the coast of Sri Lanka. They’ve
occasionally washed up dead on the shore, and their songs have
been heard by the crew of passing ships, but to see one alive and
up close in these waters was unheard of until now.
What made it even more special was the energy and spirit of this
youngster. I’ve spent countless hours in the water with these
animals, but this was a particularly memorable interaction. The
humpback was playing - turning in circles and splashing me, as if
inviting me to join in the game.”

Photographer: Tony Wu
Image number: 01543076

Blue Whale Pass
Snorkeller looking down on a Blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus)
passing beneath. Indian Ocean, off Sri Lanka.
Photographer quote:
“I visited Sri Lanka to observe and photograph blue whales, that
feed offshore during the spring. The whales dive for deepwater
plankton, which aggregate above submarine canyons, and then
return to the surface every 20 minutes or so to breathe. This photo
shows a brief glimpse of the huge whale as it glides back to the
depths to feed again. The free diver offers a sense of scale. We
tend to wear bright colours when diving, so that we can be easily
spotted again by our small boat - especially when working in the
open ocean, 30km+ from land!”

Photographer: Alex Mustard
Image number: 01628816

Reaching for Success
Elephant (Loxodonta africana) reaching up on back legs to feed
on tree, front legs on termite mound. Mana Pools National Park,
Zimbabwe.
Photographer quote:
“Zimbabwe is currently in the grip of its worst drought since 1992.
The result is hardly any food for animals. Consequently, elephants,
lions, wild dogs, buffalo, giraffe and impala are starving to death.
In Mana Pools and Zimbabwe’s Hwange National Park, more than
200 elephants died between September and November alone.
Meanwhile, some of the larger elephants have learnt to balance on
their hind legs and reach up to the lower branches of the trees for
something to eat. I photographed this elephant bull using a handy
termite mound to help him balance and reach even further up.”

Photographer: Tony Heald
Image number: 01633744

The Wall of Shame
Rattlesnake skins pinned to a wall at the annual Rattlesnake
Roundup, Sweetwater, Texas, USA. Highly commended in the
Wildlife Photojournalism Category of the Wildlife Photographer of
the Year Awards 2019.
Photographer quote:
“Pinned to a wall are the skins of rattlesnakes. Surrounding
them are signed bloody handprints – triumphant marks of those
who have skinned snakes at the annual rattlesnake roundup in
Sweetwater, Texas. Each year tens of thousands of rattlesnakes are
caught for this four-day festival. In spring, wranglers use gasoline
to flush out the snakes from their winter dens – a practice banned
in many U.S. states.
I had to disconnect from how I felt about it in order to do the
animals – and the story – justice. The killing was on display
throughout the festival, and there were events like the snakeeating contest and the Miss Rattlesnake beauty pageant. I think
that anyone feeling compassion for the snakes would have felt
like a bit of an island, as I did. It was a reality check to observe
our disconnection with the natural world, and such a violent
celebration against it.
I hope that people seeing this image will feel shocked, appalled,
solemn, motivated to speak up against wanton violence. All
animals should have the right to safety and respect, including the
maligned rattlesnake.”

Photographer: Jo-Anne McArthur /
			We Animals
Image number: 01632467

Poplar Plantation
Hybrid Poplar tree plantation in autumn (Populs sp.). Boardman
Tree Farm, near Irrigon, Oregon, USA. October.
Photographer quote:
“I drove past this poplar tree plantation, located about 300
miles from my house, several times a year, but always wanted to
photograph it when the leaves changed colour in autumn. When
I finally had the opportunity the conditions were perfect; high
overcast light, great colour, no wind. I spent several hours working
the area, and made plans to return the next autumn. To my dismay
the entire plantation was clear-cut a few months after I took this
photo.”

Photographer: John Shaw
Image number: 01625949

Pursuit
Orca (Orcinus orca) hunting an Eider duck (Somateria mollissima)
chick , Shetland, Scotland, UK, July.
Photographer quote:
“My wife was at work, and I was looking after my 11-month-old
son Jack, when the killer whale shout went out on social media. I
put Jack in the van and off we went. Initially, we followed the orcas
on a boat, as they moved along the coastline, hunting. Jack fell
asleep with the rocking motion. Eventually, the skipper had to go
back, so Jack and I were in the van again, on the killer whale chase
from the land. By now ,the pod was at the entrance to Lerwick
harbour. I ran down to the shore with camera in hand, and Jack in
the baby carrier. We clambered out across the rocks, until I found
a good vantage point. The orcas came around the corner, hugging
the shore. At the same moment, a female eider with several chicks
bolted out from the kelp bed where they were feeding, and split
up. One of the killer whales homed in on a chick. In one fluid
movement, it took the chick - it didn’t even have to slow down. The
pod passed within a couple of meters and Jack got to see them,
they were that close.
There are two main killer whale pods that hunt regularly around
Shetland, in the Northern Isles of Scotland. They mainly feed on
seals and porpoises, but every summer we see them catch eider
chicks as well. Jack and I followed the pod from 8am till 10pm at
night. Jack always laughed a lot when running across the moorland
on the killer whale chase. Dad was often knackered!”

Photographer: Richard Shucksmith /
			
SCOTLAND: The Big Picture
Image number: 01623415
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